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 I’ll get the phone, Mother.  I’m sure it’s for me. (Lifts receiver) 
 Yes?—Miss Johnson’s residence?  No, this is not the Johnson residence.  Did you by any 

chance want the Johnston residence?  (Eager smile) Yes, people often get the names confused.—Oh, 
you didn’t want Johnston.  Then perhaps it was Jahnsen? 

 --That was a little far fetched, I guess, but it was a thought. 
 --My name?  Well, I don’t usually give my name to strangers; I’m a little on the shy side, I 

guess.  But you really aren’t a stranger, are you?  I mean, after all, we have talked to each other and you 
have such a nice voice.  I’m Sally Smith. 

 --Why did I want to know if you were calling Johnston instead of Johnson if my name was 
Smith?  Just curious, I guess.  Anyone can be curious, you know.  And I did want to be helpful, you 
have such a nice voice. 

 --Yes, I think it’s nice.  It’s so humanish and dignified like.—No, I didn’t mean stuffy, I meant 
like culture and sort of hugable. 

 --I said hugable.  With arms you know. 
 --Yes, I guess that would be difficult with a voice.  But you know what I mean.  Your voice 

sounds like one that even though it called a wrong number it would want to talk to the person.  I mean 
if the person was cute and blonde and in her late teens with a bikini style figure, even if she was a little 
shy. 

 --Oh I’m very definitely on the shy side.  I just don’t know what to say to boys until often 
minutes, even. 

 --No.  No, I really don’t think its not being shy to talk to a friend like you on the phone even if I 
don’t know him.  After all, it’s just being polite, and if he didn’t want to be talked to, why would he 
call? 
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